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1 Abstract 
 

The camera stereo system provides the mechanism for obtaining the 3D information of a target point. However, 

the depth estimation, in particular, suffers from the uncertainty caused by the quantization in the digital images.  

The dithering approach is a way to reduce the uncertainty of the depth reconstruction by applying a controlled 

readjustment for the stereo parameters, and estimating the depth from the images acquired before and after the 

readjustment. The skewed-parallel camera was proposed to be deployed as stereo of camera. The enhancement of 

the depth reconstruction uncertainty for this kind of stereo by the dithering approach was verified by simulation. 

This thesis verifies that enhancement by physical experiment. For that purpose, a prototype for the skewed-

parallel camera is configured as stereo and used to measure the differential depths of some test targets. For the 

verification, the average error of the depth reconstruction using dithering approach is compared with the average 

error by the direct method. The research proves the improvement in the uncertainly of the depth reconstruction 

for the targets chosen for the experiment. 
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1 Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

The advanced technologies may help the human extend the ability to process the visual 

information. This will raise the demand for autonomous systems with high performance 

sensors. This thesis is concerned in stereo camera and its applications in human activity 

monitoring. The Intelligent Vision Agent System, IVAS, is a vision and information processing 

system for this kind of applications [1], [2]. The IVAS gathers data in order to reconstruct 3D 

information in which it can be used for health care, security and surveillance applications. The 

system focuses on an interested part of the scene by a dynamic control of the stereo pair. Such 

system requires high accuracy for the reconstruction of the 3D information in order to 

guarantee high performance. 

The human activity field is a 3D world, where the location of each point is represented by x,y,z 

coordinates. Therefore, it is highly demanded to be able to get all the three coordinates for the 

interested point in the field. However, camera can only capture a two-dimensional image where 

each point is represented by x and y coordinates. The stereo system provides the mechanism for 

acquiring the z coordinate. In this case, the z coordinate is referred to as the depth, and the 

process of acquiring the depth from the stereo system is called the depth reconstruction. 

The stereo pair captures two images for the 3D world. The interested point needs to have a 

projection in each image, and this only happens when the point lies in the common field of view 

(FoV) of the camera pair. To be able to reconstruct the 3D information, the system needs first to 

find the corresponding points in the two images for the same view. This process is referred to as 

the matching process. 

Figure 1.1 shows a point P in the common FoV of a camera pair, and its projections in the two 

image planes.  The point position in 3D is represented as P(x,y,z) where its projection in the left 

and right image planes is represented as Pl(xl,yl) and Pr(xr,yr) respectively. The objective of the 

3D reconstruction process is to obtain the x, y and z values when Pl and Pr are available. The 

values of x and y can be easily obtained from either Pl or Pr knowing the configuration 

parameters of the corresponding camera.  A method is needed to reconstruct the z value from 

the two projections Pl or Pr and the geometry of the stereo. 
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Figure 1.1: The point in space and its projections in the left and right image planes 

However, digital camera quantizes the image plane into array of pixels and forms the digital 

image.  Due to that, the projection points are approximated by the centers of the pixels on the 

left and right images. The difference between the exact and the discretised projections may 

cause error in constructing the depth and that is referred to as the depth reconstruction 

uncertainty.  

The depth reconstruction uncertainty is a direct impact of the quantization process, and so it is 

related to the pixel size of the camera sensor. By decreasing the pixel size, the uncertainty can be 

reduced but that, on the other hand, will compromise the quality of the image as it reduces the 

signal-to-noise ratio.  

Regarding the image resolution, the limitation of the pixel size is overcome by combing the 

information from slightly different low-resolution images of the same scene into an image with 

higher resolution. This way of enhancing the image resolution is called the super-resolution 

reconstruction.  In a similar way, two pairs of images taken by a stereo system with two slightly 

different setups can be used in combination to reconstruct the depth with an enhanced 

uncertainty. The two different setups are resulted from readjustment of one of the stereo 

parameters. This method is referred to as the dithering approach [3]. Both the super-resolution 

reconstruction and the dithering approach work to compensate the discretization in the digital 

imaging. 
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The thesis aims to verify, by physical experiment, the improvement of the depth reconstruction 

through the dithering approach for a specific setup of the camera stereo. This setup deploys a 

novel kind of camera where the sensor can be shifted in a controlled manner. This kind of 

camera is called the skewed-parallel camera [4].   

It is preferred to use the skewed-parallel camera setup for the 3D reconstruction instead of the 

conventional setups. Comparing to the convergence camera stereo setup, the skewed-parallel 

camera setup requires simpler processing. In addition to that, the skewed-parallel camera setup 

offers a wider common field of view than in the parallel camera stereo setup. 

The readjustment of skewed-parallel camera stereo setup, that is required when applying the 

dithering approach, is done through shifting the sensors of the pair cameras. And because the 

readjustment requires shifting the sensor a fraction of the pixel size, the camera needs to have a 

micro-movement capability for the sensor in order to satisfy that. 

 Because the verification in this thesis is based on physical experiment, and due to the 

unavailability of a product for this kind of camera, a prototype for the camera is used for the 

purpose of this thesis.  

This thesis consists of 7 chapters; chapter 1, an introduction, includes basic definitions to help 

the reader understand the topic. Chapter 2 presents the state of art while chapter 3 introduces 

the problem statement, research questions, the hypotheses and the main contributions of this 

thesis. Chapter 4 illustrates the iso-disparity map of the skewed-parallel camera stereo setup, its 

mathematical model and the implementation of the dithering approach. In chapter 5, a detailed 

description of the prototype of the camera is presented. The validation model and the validation 

experiment along with the result are shown in chapter 6. Finally, a conclusion with a 

recommendation for future work is introduced in chapter 7. 

1.1 Definitions 

1.1.1 CCD cameras 

CCD stands for Charge-Coupled Device which is an image sensor technology that is used in 

digital cameras. Therefore, the camera that has a CCD sensor is called CCD Camera.   
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The CCD chip (sensor) is made of an array of microtransducers, and it replaces the film in the 

conventional camera. The chip has a range of size dimensions from 3 to 10 millimeters, and is 

referred to with a fraction that represents the size. For example, ½’’ CCD ship has a size of       

6.4 mm (H) x 4.8 mm (V). Each element in the sensor array is called pixel, and it ranges from       

5 µm to 20 µm [5].  

1.1.2 Primary axis and optical axis 

The optical axis is the line that goes through the center of the lens and is perpendicular to the 

image plane, where the primary axis is the line that goes through the center of the lens and the 

centre of the image plane. They are identical when the middle of the image plane meets the 

optical axis (no shift in the image plane). Figure 1.2 shows this concept. 

Image 
plane

Lens

Primary axis

Optical axis

Mid point

 
Figure 1.2: The concept of optical axis (dotted red line) and primary axis (dashed blue line) 

1.1.3 Stereo configuration 

Stereo configuration refers to a setup of two cameras in the 3D world with specific parameters. 

Figure 1.2 shows the general stereo setup in X-Z plane.  

The distance between the centers of the lenses of the pair is referred to as the baseline B, and the 

angle between the optical axis of the camera and Z-axis is called the convergence angle, α. The 

focal length, f, is the distance between the lens and the image plane. 

Also, the length of the sensor, m, and the pixel length, , have an importance in the 

configuration and the analysis of the stereo system.   
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Figure 1.3: X-Z view for the general stereo setup configuration. 

1.1.4 General stereo setup, parallel stereo setup and skewed-parallel stereo setup 

The stereo setup for the stereo camera in Figure 1.3 is called the general stereo setup, where the 

convergence angle for each camera is not equal to zero, and the both the primary axis and the 

optical axis are identical. 

When the convergence angles are equal to zero, the setup is referred to as the parallel stereo 

setup, Figure 1.4 (a).  

Figure 1.4 (b) shows the skewed-parallel stereo setup where the primary axis and the optical 

axis are not identical. The angle between the two axes represents the convergence angle for the 

skewed-parallel stereo setup. The kind of special camera that is used in this stereo setup is 

called the skewed-parallel camera. 

1.1.5 Fixation point 

The fixation point is where the primary axes of the stereo pair converge to. The general stereo 

setup and the skewed-parallel setup may have a fixation point while the parallel stereo setup 

does not have it. 
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Figure 1.4: X-Z view for the parallel stereo setup (a), and the skewed-parallel stereo setup (b) 

1.1.6 Disparity 

The displacement of the corresponding projections, of a certain point in space, on the left and 

the right images is called the disparity of this point. This displacement differs from point to 

point, and it relates the depth of the point [6].  

Due to discretization in the sensors, the disparity is usually measured in pixels and can be 

positive or negative. Figure 1.5 shows the disparity concept for two images taken for the same 

scene [7]. 

 
Figure 1.5: The arrows show the disparities for two different points in the same scene 
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1.1.7 Iso-disparity & iso-disparity surfaces 

The points at the space that have the same disparities are referred to as iso-disparity. Due to 

discretization of the disparities, the iso-disparity surfaces are also discrete levels. Points at the 

same iso-disparity surface have the same depth [1]. 

1.1.8 Linear stage 

A linear stage (translation stage) is a motion component that is used to control the movement of 

any object in a line with certain accuracy. The positioning of the object is typically controlled by 

an actuator. The kind of actuator differs and it may be manual or motorized. 
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2 Chapter 2: The State of Art 
 

The reconstruction of the 3D information from the stereo systems has been an interested 

research topic in the recent years. Studying the iso-disparity surfaces in the different stereo 

configurations is very important for the reconstruction.  M. Pollefeys and S. Sinha derived the 

shape of iso-disparity surfaces for general stereo cameras configuration [8]. They showed the 

intersection of the surfaces with epipolar planes, and proved that it consists of a family of 

conics. They discussed the rectification of the image and its relevance to the iso-disparity 

surfaces. 

For planning of a multiple sensor system in indoor environments, an analysis for the effect of 

adjusting the variables of the stereo system on the depth reconstruction uncertainty was done 

by [9]. In this paper, a mathematical geometry model was presented and used to for the analysis 

through the aspects of the iso-disparity surfaces. The paper showed that the depth 

reconstruction uncertainty depends of the length of the baseline of the stereo cameras, the 

physical properties of the sensor and the zooming. In addition to that, the baseline length, the 

focal length and the distance from the baseline have more effect on the uncertainty than the 

convergence angle of the stereo cameras.  

The accuracy of the depth reconstruction is subject to the spatial quantization which is hard to 

control due to the restrictions on the pixel size. That issue was discussed in [10], they studied 

the tradeoff of selecting the pixel size. The large size is desirable because it leads to a high 

signal-to-noise ratio SNR. In the other hand, the small size of the pixel is preferable since it 

results in a high spatial resolution which reflects in a high accuracy of reconstruction. To 

determine the optimal pixel size, they used a camera simulator and some quality metrics for the 

image. They implemented that for different processes of CMOS technology for the sensor. It 

was shown that the optimal size differs with the technology. This can be interpreted as a pixel 

size restriction for a specific technology and hence the pixel size can not be considered a factor 

to be change. 

Improving the depth reconstruction has been studied using different approaches for the 

different stereo setups. In [11], Theimer and Volpel proposed a method to reduce the 

localization uncertainty in the stereo algorithms. The method enhances the accuracy of 
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obtaining the shift between the two images and thus results in reducing the uncertainty.  This 

method is based on the idea of using Gabor filter (that is used in image processing as an edge 

detector) to filter the left and right images. That filtering produces a phase shift between the 

images which is representing the information of the spatial shift. Their way of computing the 

localization uncertainty is based on a perspective projection model where that uncertainty is 

represented as a curve segment. This segment is introduced by the intersection of the x and y 

iso-disparity surfaces.  

An approach that is based on the micro-movement of the vergence angle of the stereo was 

proposed in [12].This approach relates the elements that their value of disparity is zero for a 

continuous sequence of vergence angles. This approach does not use the disparities to calculate 

the depth. Instead, it computes the depth only from the relative position of the pixel in the 

sensor and the vergence angle, and that provides better estimation for the depth. The approach 

has a support from the physiology of the human eye as the studies showed that it performs the 

same kind of movement.  

H. Kim et al. proposed a method that controls the movement of the vergence into a stable state 

to improve the reconstruction uncertainty [13]. This stable state is occurred when the flux of the 

disparity flow is equal to zero. The disparity flow represents the change of the disparity at a 

given spatial location. This method introduced the idea of controlling the movement when the 

reconstruction uncertainty is required to be improved. 

H. Sahabi and A. Basu did an uncertainty analysis for the depth reconstruction in [5]. They 

investigated the effect of the vergence with a uniform and with a non-uniform resolution of 

pixels of the sensor. The non-uniform assembles the one of humans where there is a high 

resolution in the center and nonlinearly decreasing resolution to the edge. The vergence has a 

more effect in the non-uniform resolution compared to the uniformed one. In the non-uniform 

resolution, we can find a vergence angle where the error is minimized while for the uniform 

resolution there is no such an optimal value. They also used the disparity map to analyze the 

different cases. 
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The dithering is a technique that is used in signal and image processing for different 

applications.  One of its applications is presented in [14] where they used the dithering 

technique as a quantization method. In this application, the dithering was used to reduce the 

number of the colors in the true color image and still maintain a good quality. This reduction is 

important be able to deal with the image in a limited-capacity display or printing device. The 

technique injects an external noise to the quantization process in order to break the induced 

correlation in the normal quantization methods. 

Adopting the dithering technique in the problem of reducing the uncertainty of the depth 

reconstruction was done by Chen et al. [3]. In their paper, they proposed an algorithm that 

estimates the depth from a few images taken from a stereo of cameras. These images are 

resulting from a little amount of movement in the stereo setup. The movement is controlled by a 

dither signal estimated from the analysis of iso-disparity planes. The algorithm is derived for 

the parallel stereo pair model. Also, an extension for their work was done for the skewed-

parallel stereo pair model in [15].  

Francisco and Bergholm introduced a new stereo model which was called skewed-parallel 

camera in [4]. They proposed shifting the sensor ship of the camera pair instead of changing the 

vergence angle. In their paper, they also discussed the benefits of using this sensor-shifted 

camera comparing to the vergence movement in the general stereo setup through an intensive 

study. To experimentally validate their model, they built a prototype for it that has a 

horizontally moving camera module that is controlled by a step motor. 

In order to minimize the motion blur in reconstructing a high-resolution image from a set of 

low-resolution images, Ben-Ezra et al. proposed the jitter camera for the super-resolution video 

reconstruction [16]. The sensor chip of this camera is allowed to shift horizontally and vertically 

in a subpixel movement. They also built a prototype for the proposed camera and applied a half 

pixel shift for the sensor as the optimal movement for their application. 
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3 Chapter 3: Problem Statement, Research Questions, Hypothesis, Main 

Contributions  
 

It is required to validate that the dithering algorithm improves the depth reconstruction for the 

skewed parallel camera stereo. And although that was done by simulation, it is still demanded 

to verify that by physical experiment. Because that kind of camera with a micro-movement 

capability for the sensor is not available, a prototype needs to be configured and used for this 

experiment. In addition to that, it is necessary to identify and obtain the parameters of the 

prototype that are needed to implement the experiment. 

Upon above the research questions are: 

1) How can a prototype for a skewed-parallel camera be built up and how can it be 

configured as a stereo pair to implement the experiment? 

2) How to experimentally validate whether the dithering approach improves the 

uncertainty in the depth reconstruction for this kind of stereo? 

And the hypotheses of this research are: 

a) It is possible to build a prototype for the skewed-parallel camera by separating the 

camera body from the lens and control the required shift using a micro-movement 

motor. Also, this prototype can be configured as a stereo pair by using a translation 

stage. 

b) The improvement in the depth reconstruction can be validated by configuring the 

prototype of the skewed-parallel camera as a stereo. Then, by comparing the average 

error of measuring the differential depths of some testing targets by the dithering 

approach, with the average error by the direct method for the same targets.  

The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as: 

- Configuring a prototype for the skewed-parallel camera from an old one after testing, 

and replacing the components on demand. Also, the configuration parameters that are 

required for the experiment are estimated. 

- Implementing the validation experiment. 

- Analysis of the experimental results and verification of the depth reconstruction 

improvement by applying dithering approach. 
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4 Chapter 4: Iso-disparity Map, Mathematical Model and Dithering 

Approach for Skewed-Parallel Camera Stereo Setup 
 

In many cases, the camera has to be rotated to capture a certain view that is initially out of the 

field of view of the camera. This rotation causes a distortion of the shapes in the captured 

images. Instead of rotating the whole camera, professional photographers use a technique that 

applies a little shift between the camera lens and the sensor. This shift provides a similar effect 

to the rotation in the way that it can capture the wanted view, while it avoids the distortion on 

the other hand.  

Figure 4.1 illustrates the effects of the two methods on capturing a view [17].  Figures 4.1 (a) 

shows the original field of view of the camera. In this case the captured image does not contain 

the whole building while in figure 4.1 (b) the rotation enabled the camera to capture it. In figure 

4.1 (c), the shifting enabled the camera to capture the whole build without the shape distortion 

seen in figure 4.1 (c).  

 
Figure 4.1: Two different ways to capture an object that is out of FOV. (a) The normal setup that captures part of the building 

(b) Rotating the camera (c) shifting the sensor. 
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In a similar way, the stereo camera needs to be rotated with a certain convergence angle to get 

the required common field of view (FoV). This is technique is used in the convergence stereo 

pair. Instead of rotating, the skewed-parallel camera can be used as a stereo pair as proposed in 

[15]. In this case, the required common field can be then obtained by applying the appropriate 

sensor shift. The advantages of using a stereo of skewed parallel camera can be listed as: 

 It requires a simple matching process where the epipolar lines are parallel and 

horizontal.  

 It can be configured to have a wider FoV compared to a parallel stereo pair with the 

same baseline distance. 

 It has horizontal iso-disparity surfaces and that leads to simple depth reconstruction 

analysis and formulation. 

4.1 Iso-disparity Map 
The iso-disparity map is a graphical representation for the iso-disparity surfaces in the two 

dimensions. These surfaces appear as lines in the map and thus they are called the iso-disparity 

lines. The iso-disparity map can be used to model the behavior of the iso-disparity surfaces with 

respect to the change in the stereo model parameters. To derive the iso-disparity map, the 

geometrical method can be used [15].  

Figure 4.2 shows an iso-disparity map for the skewed parallel camera stereo (the red lines) and 

how the iso-disparity surfaces behave as a response to shift the sensors away [15]. From the 

figure, it can be seen that the iso-disparity lines are parallel for the skewed-parallel camera 

stereo. When the object falls exactly in one of these lines, the depth of that object will be then 

reconstructed with no error. The error is introduced when the object falls between two lines.  
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(a) (b)  

Figure 4.2: The effect of shifting the sensor on the iso-disparity map (a) before the sensor shift (b) after the sensor shift. 

 

The figure also illustrates the effect of shifting the sensors away with respect to the initial 

positions. It shows that the iso-disparity lines get closer to the baseline. Reversing the direction 

of shifting the sensors will reverse the effect. 

4.2 Mathematical Model 
The mathematical model of the skewed-parallel camera stereo was derived and validated by 

[15]. Figure 4.3 shows the setup of the stereo in X-Z plane that was used to derive the 

mathematical model.  
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Figure 4.3: X-Z view for the skewed-parallel camera stereo setup  

The center of the coordinates is in the middle between the two camera centers (lenses centers), 

and the sensors lie at the same horizontal line. The focal lengths of the two cameras are assumed 

in this thesis to have the same and thus they are denoted as f.  The baseline is the distance 

between the centers of the two cameras and it is denoted as B. The shift of the sensor S, which is 

defined as the horizontal distance between the optical center and the sensor center, can be 

different in each camera. Therefore, it is denoted as Sr and Sl for the right and the left cameras 

respectively. 

The angle between the optical axes and the primary axis is called the convergence angle  for the 

skewed-parallel camera. The convergence angle represents the effect of shifting the sensors of 

the skewed-parallel camera stereo. This shift has the same effect as rotating the convergence 

stereo pair in the way that it introduces the fixation point and widens the common FoV. The 

convergence angles of the left camera and the right camera are denoted as  and  

respectively. 
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Using the trigonometric analysis, the convergence angle is derived as [15]: 

 
   ( 4.1 ) 

where m is the length of the sensor plane. 

Unlike the parallel stereo setup, this skewed parallel setup has the properties of general stereo 

setup where there exists a zero disparity surface due to the existence of the fixation point (Po). 

The depth of this point (Z0) is found to be [15]: 

 
 ( 4.2 ) 

For this stereo setup, the depth Z of any point fallen in the common FoV and with disparity D 

can be found as: 

 
 ( 4.3 ) 

Equation (4.3) is reduced to (4.2) when the disparity equal to zero. 

When the quantization effect is taken into consideration, equation (4.3) can be re-written as: 

 
 ( 4.4 ) 

where  is the quantized depth, n is an integer number representing the disparity, and ΔD is 

the length of pixel size. 

4.3 Dithering Approach 
Using the dithering technique, the reducing of the uncertainty of the depth reconstruction was 

done for the parallel stereo pair in [3]. Also, an implementation of the technique working for the 

skewed-parallel stereo pair model was done in [15].  

For both models, the dithering signal aims at shifting the iso-disparity line to be in the middle of 

the two consecutive iso-disparity lines  and  in which the target is present. Then, the 

dithering algorithm merges the shifted disparity lines with the initial ones. Hence, the 

separation between the two initial lines is reduced to the half and so is the reconstruction 

uncertainty. 
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The dither signal for the skewed-parallel camera stereo was proved in [15] to be: 

 
 ( 4.5 ) 

This signal was also found by simulation to be equal to 0.5  regardless the depth of the target 

point. That can be intereperted as that the maximum enhancement for the depth reconstruction 

can be obtained by shifting the sensors half the pixel length for the skwed-parallel camera 

stereo. 

4.4 Dithering Algorithm 
From the description of the dithering algorithm in [3] , and the calcuation of the dither signal for 

the skewed-parallel camera stereo in [15], the dithering algorithm can be then be implemented 

for this kind of stereo. The implementation of the dithering method can be illustrated by   

Figure 4.4 .  

From the Figure 4.4, it can be seen that the dither signals control the position of the sensors of 

the left and right cameras. The quantized projections of target point are xQli and xQri for the left 

and right image respectively. Then, the depth information can be calculated by averaging the 

depths of all possible disparities di of the stereo pairs. The arithmetic average of all the depths 

constitutes an unbiased estimate of the target point depths and the depth reconstruction 

uncertainty is reduced by half for. 

The dithering algorithm can be implemented by the four following steps: 

1. Initial estimation for the depth from the disparity of the initial pair of images using 

equation (4.4). 

2. Applying 0.5  shift in the two stereo cameras. 

3. Secondary estimation for the four depths calculations corresponding to four disparity 

values. These disparities are calculated from the four images which consist of the initial 

pair and the second pair acquired after the shifting.   

Using the matrix notation, the disparity matrix d can be defined as: 
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  ( 4.6 ) 

Where  and  are extensions of the vectors  and  with 

padding of -1s and 1s, described as: 

 
 ( 4.7 ) 

where indices 1 and 2 correspond to the initial and the secondary pair of images 

respectively. 

For each disparity in , the corresponding depth is calculated using equation (4.4). 

4. Calculation of the depth of the target point by averaging the four depths from step 3. 
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Figure 4.4: Block diagram for the dithering algorithm  
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5 Chapter 5: Skewed-parallel Camera (SPC) Prototype 
 

This chapter aims to describe the structure of the SPC prototype that is used in this thesis. All 

the parts that the prototype consists of are specified with a detailed description. In addition to 

that, the parameters that are required to be known for the experimental part of this thesis will 

also be derived and presented. 

One of the design considerations is to build a simple camera in the way that its components are 

affordable to any specialized research laboratory that may need to build such one. The main 

request is that the sensor of the skewed-parallel camera should have a horizontal movement in 

regard to the lens. In order to satisfy that, the prototype can be built by separating the camera 

body, which contains the sensor, from the lens that is normally attached to that body. To control 

the movement of the camera sensor, the camera body needs to be attached to a micro-

movement mechanical device such as an x-positioner or a DC motor.  

 It is also required to use a stand to hold the lens close to the camera. This stand must be 

connected to the movement device as well. The design of the stand must also consider the exact 

separation distance between the sensor and the lens according to the mounting standard of that 

lens.  Figure 5.1 illustrates the basic components of the prototype. 

 

Figure 5.1: The basic components of the skewed parallel camera prototype 
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There was no commercially available camera that had a shifted sensor with a micro-movement, 

so it was demanded to design such a camera. Following the above design considerations, a 

skewed parallel camera prototype has been built to be used for the experimental needs [4].  

5.1 Components of the Prototype  
 

There are four main components in the camera prototype that was built for the skewed-parallel 

camera (SPC) model: 

1. A camera module connected through a cable to a frame grabber card that is installed in a 

computer where the pictures are obtained, processed and saved. This module contains 

the CCD sensor that represents the shifted sensor in the SPC model. 

2. A linear stage controlled by a DC motor connected to a computer where the user can 

control the motor movement through software. These parts provide the micro-

movement capability for the sensor as in the SPC model. 

3. A high resolution lens.  

4. A metal stand that holds all the above parts. 

Figure 5.2 shows front and back views for this camera prototype. 

 

(a)

Lens

Camera Module

Linear Stage

DC motor

Stand (Holder)

 (b)

Lens

DC motor

Camera 

Module

Linear Stage

Stand (Holder)

 
Figure 5.2 The components of the SPC prototype (a) front view (b) back view 
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5.2 Prototype Specification  

5.2.1 The camera module  

 

Sony XC-555P module has been used as a CCD camera. It is a module of a color video camera 

with a 1/2” type sensor [18]. The module is ultra compact design with dimensions of 22 (H) x 22 

(W) x 75 (D) mm. It is made in one piece that suits with these applications at which the space 

and the weight are restricted. The module uses the NF-mount standard for the lens that can be 

converted into a C-mount standard. The camera module provides images with a pixel 

resolution of 768 (H) x 576 (V), and works with PAL (Phase Alternating Line) encoding standard. 

The module has a multi 12-pin connector that connects the camera module with the other parts. 

To do that, a 12-pin cable (CCXC-12P02N) is used to provide the power (12 V), and it is also 

used to get the video signal from the module. 

In its other end, the cable is connected to a junction box (JB-77). This junction box acts like a 

cabling hub. It is connected to the power supply and hence provides the module with the power 

through the designated cable pin. It is also connected to the frame grabber card through a 

coaxial cable with a BNC connector, and provides the card with the video signal from the cable 

pin of the video signal. Figure 5.3 shows the configuration of the camera module, the cables, the 

junction box and the frame grabber card.  

 

Figure 5.3 The configuration of the camera module, the junction and frame grabber card 

Frame grabber is commonly used component in the computer vision system. Its function is to 

capture digital frames from an analogue video signal. In the camera prototype, Matrox 

CronosPlus frame grabber card is used which supports analogue video signal [19].  
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In order to manipulate the video stream in the computer, a Matlab program has been written. 

This program contains commands from Matlab Image Acquisition Toolbox [20]. The program 

shows the video stream, takes a snapshot, acquires one frame from the stream, and then returns 

it as a RGB color image. This image can be used for further processing regarding the 

experiment.  The Matlab program and the camera module manual are in Appendix A and B 

respectively. 

5.2.2 The motor  

 

In order to provide the horizontal shift of the camera module, the prototype uses a linear stage 

with a DC motor. The linear stage (PI M-125.10) travels a distance up to 25 mm with a 

resolution of 0.06 µm /count (motor step) [21]. The DC motor (PI C-120.8) that drives the linear 

stage, is connected through a cable (RS connector) to the controller card (C-832) that is installed 

in the computer. 

It is needed to have software to run the controller and then control the movement of the linear 

stages. The software is required to obtain the control parameters such as the number of steps, 

speed and acceleration, from the user, and call the corresponding instruction so that the 

controller can execute the movement with these parameters. In order to accomplish that, a 

computer program has been written in C language using TurboC compiler (Appendix C).  

The program has been developed to use the code of the controller’s driver that was provided 

with the motor. The main function of the program is to work as a user interface that prompts, 

from the user, the control parameter and shows the current position after the execution of the 

movement. The variables that contain the control parameter are passed to the driver along with 

movement instruction. Then, the program passes a check instruction to the driver to check 

whether the movement has been executed. Finally, the current position of the linear stage is 

returned to the user in the screen. Because the controller has 16-bit data bus without 

compatibility support, the program works only under DOS operating system. The manual of 

the controller is enclosed in Appendix E. 
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5.2.3 The lens: 

Tamron 23FM25SP lens model has been used in this prototype. The lens is a C-mount type with 

a focal length of 25 mm. The focus of the lens can be adjusted for objects lie between 0.15 m and 

∞ from the front of the lens [22]. 

Although the camera module is an NF-mount type, the section of the metal, that holds the lens 

and separates it from the camera module, is designed also to work as an NF to C mount 

adapter.  The distance from the rear of the lens to the sensor of the camera module is different 

from mounting type to another (12 mm for NF-mount and 17.5 mm for C-mount type) [18].  

Therefore, the stand was designed to hold the lens away from the camera front a distance of   

5.5 mm to compensate for this difference between the two types. Figure 4.5 shows a top view 

sketch for the prototype. The figure illustrates the distances between the lens rear and the 

camera sensor for C-mount. 

5.5 mm

12 mm

17.5 mm

Camera 

body

Camera 

sensor

Lens

Prototype stand 

(holder)

C-mount

NF-mount

 

Figure 5.4: Top view for the camera prototype, illustrating how the stand acts as NF to C mount adapter for the lens 

5.2.4 Using the prototype as stereo camera 

In order to configure this camera prototype as stereo pair cameras, the prototype has to be 

placed in two different positions. The distance between the two positions represents the 

baseline B of the stereo cameras model. To be able to achieve that in an accurate way, the 

prototype has been attached on a translational stage with an accuracy of 1 mm. 
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5.3 Estimation of the Prototype Parameters 
 

To use this camera prototype as skewed-parallel camera, some parameters are needed to be 

estimated. For the purpose of thesis, the parameters of the mathematical model that was 

described in chapter 4.2 are analyzed and specified. 

5.3.1 Pixel size 

The pixel size is the dimension (length × width) of the camera sensor element. Because this 

value is not specified in the camera module’s manual, it is required to be calculated. The pixel 

size can be calculated from the size of the sensor and the image resolution as follows: 

 
 ( 5.1 ) 

 

 
 ( 5.2 ) 

 

Because these calculations disregard any up-sampling or down-sampling may be applied to the 

image, this value will be called the effective pixel size. 

For the sensors of the 1/2” type, the size of the sensor is 6.4 mm (H) x 4.8 mm (V) [23]. From 

section 5.21, the image pixel resolution of the camera module is 768 (H) x 576 (V), and using 

(5.1) and (5.1), the effective pixel length and width will be both found equal 8.33 µm. 

5.3.2 Sensor shift 

The sensor shift is controlled by the motor, and hence the amount of shift is specified by the 

number of the motor steps to be prompted to the computer program.  

To calculate the number of steps that are required to horizontally shift the sensor a fraction of 

the pixel length, we need to know the pixel length and the linear stage resolution and then 

apply the following: 

 
 (5.3) 

where  is a fraction of pixel length, and  means rounding to the nearest integer.  
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This rounding operation may introduce an error in shifting the sensor. For this prototype, the 

pixel length is 8.33  and the resolution of linear stage is 0.06 µm /motor step  as shown in 

sections 5.3.1 and 5.2.1 respectively. To shift the sensor half a pixel length (  =0.5), the required 

number of steps is equal to 69 steps with a shift error of . That error represents only 

 of the pixel length, and therefore, it can be neglected.  

 

5.3.3 Focal length 

The nominal value of the focal length of the lens is 25 mm.  The actual value of focal length is 

equal to its nominal when the focus of the lens is set at infinity, ∞. Setting the focus in any other 

range less than ∞ will introduce a little change in the actual focal length [24]. Therefore, for this 

prototype, the lens focus will be kept at ∞.  
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6 Chapter 6: Physical Validation  

The objective of this thesis is to prove by the physical experiment that applying the dithering 

algorithm will enhance the depth reconstruction for the skewed-parallel camera model. This 

chapter introduces a validation model that allows proving this hypothesis in an accurate way. 

In addition to that, it describes the experiment set up that has been done for validation. Finally, 

it presents the result of the experiment and its analysis. 

6.1 Validation Model  
The dithering algorithm is used to enhance the depth perception for the skewed-parallel 

camera. Trying to validate that with a known depth of a certain target will raise a difficulty, 

because the depth is measured as the distance between the object and the lens center, it is 

practically difficult to measure accurately the depth of the test target to validate the measure 

from the experiment.  

In [3], an accurate way to validate the enhancement of the depth reconstruction was 

implemented. The idea is to measure the line differential depth Z which is the distance 

between two targets along the optical axis (the axis that is perpendicular to the baseline). This 

method actually measures a relative depth instead of the absolute depth, and hence provides a 

more accurate validation because it avoids measuring the exact distance between the test target 

and the center of the lens since it is difficult to accurately determine the center of the lens. 

Figure 6.1 illustrates the difference between the two methods. 

Absolute Depth 

Z

Target

(a)  

Absolute 

Depth for A

ZA

Target A

Target B

Absolute 

Depth for B

ZB

Differential 

Depth

DZ

(b)  

Figure 6.1: The difference between measuring the absolute and the differential depths; (a) absolute depth, (b) differential 
depth 
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Z as exact value is defined by the following:  

   (6.1) 

where both and are the absolute depths of target A, and target B respectively. 

In order to validate the enhancement of the depth reconstruction, a comparison between 

measuring the line differential depth by the direct method, , and the line differential depth 

by the dithering algorithm, , can be done.  is calculated by: 

  (6.2) 

where  and  are the absolute depths measured by the direct method, of target A and B 

respectively, and they are calculated using equation (4.4).  Also,  is calculated by: 

  (6.3) 

where  and  are the absolute depths measured by the dithering approach, of target A and 

B respectively, and they are calculated through the algorithm from section 4.4. 

The reconstruction error is the comparison metric between the two methods. Therefore, the 

reconstruction relative errors for the two methods are found as: 

  (6.4) 

  

  (6.5) 

where  are the reconstruction errors from the direct method and from the dithering 

algorithm respectively.  is the exact line differential depth of the two target points, and it 

must be known from the experiment setup. 

Then, the enhancement in the depth reconstruction can be computed by: 

 
 (6.6) 
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6.2 Experiment Set up and Implementation 

This section presents first the general setup of the experiment in the way that it shows how the 

prototype was positioned and how the pairs of targets were represented to follow the validation 

model. Also, the procedure of implementing both the dithering approach and the required 

calculations of the validation model are presented. Finally, this section shows how the disparity 

from any pair of images was experimentally calculated. 

6.2.1 General setup 

Figure 6.2 (a) shows the set up of the physical experiment. The camera prototype described at 

chapter 5 has been used as stereo cameras using a translational stage. The targets have been 

represented as points at a grid of lines with a spacing of 5 mm between the lines. The gird has 

been pasted on a board that can be easily positioned in front of the stereo cameras along the 

optical axis. The advantages of using the grid can be listed as: 

1. It provides an easy and accurate way to represent the target points with a chosen 

distance between them. 

2. It can be used to represent different targets at the same time at one experiment. 

3. It is easy to identify the target in the image because it is represented by a black segment 

on a white background. 

From section 6.1, to apply the validation model, it is required to have a pair of target points A 

and B with a known differential depth. If the grid is parallel to the baseline, A and B will have 

the same absolute depth and thus a zero differential depth. So, to introduce a differential depth 

the grid needs to be tilted with respect to the baseline as shown in Figure 6.2 (b) and (c). 

Knowing the distance between the two points on the grid L, and the grid tilting angle, , the 

exact differential depth can be directly obtained using :  

  (  6.7  ) 

Different angles will lead to different differential depths. And for a specific angle, different 

distances L will also lead to different depths. The experiment has been done with 2 pairs of 

points with two different L and three different . 
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Figure 6.2 : Experiment setup; (a) a general view , (b) a front view for the target grid , (c) a top view for the target grid 

6.2.2 Angle calibration 

The angle  has to be calibrated to the baseline of the stereo cameras. In order to satisfy that, a 

line that is parallel to the base has been drawn. This line can be then considered as a reference 

for tilting angle of grid board as shown in figure 6.2 (c). To draw the line, a distance meter has 

been used to check accurately the distance of the line from the translational stage in many 

points. The distance meter that has been used is Fluke 416D, and it is a laser meter with 

accuracy of ± 1.5 mm [25].  

6.2.3 Experiment procedure 

In order to obtain the images of targets that are required to apply the dithering algorithm, the 

Matlab script mentioned in section 5.2.1 has been executed in the computer that is connected to 

camera module. The following steps have been implemented to obtain the images: 

α ΔZ 
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- Set the camera prototype at the position that is specified for the left camera, and then use 

the script to obtain a snapshot and save it as the initial left image. 

- Apply the sensor shift to the left camera (0.5 pixel length) through the motor controlling 

program described in 5.2.2. 

- Use the script to obtain a snapshot and save it as the left image after shifting. 

- Set the prototype at the position that is specified for the right camera. 

- Use the script to obtain a snapshot and save it as the initial right image. 

- Apply the sensor shift to the right camera (0.5 pixel length). 

- Use the script to obtain a snapshot and save it as the right image after shifting.       

After obtaining the four images, the depth measurement can be followed. First, it is required to 

measure the differential depths  and  , for each pair of targets according to equations 

(6.2) and (6.3) respectively. Then, the reconstruction enhancement is calculated by equation 

(6.6).   

In order to facilitate the calculations of this experiment, a Matlab code has been written. The 

inputs of this function are the x coordinates values of the pair of the target point at the four 

images, the distance L and the angle . The outputs are , , , ,  and the 

reconstruction enhancement. The Matlab code is enclosed in Appendix D. 

6.2.4 Disparity calculation 

 
The calculation of the disparity for the target point from any pair of images has been done 

manually. For each image, the x coordinate value of image pixel that represents the target is 

read. To be able to do that, the image is zoomed in around the target. Hence, the disparity n can 

be obtained as the difference between the x coordinate value of the target in the left image and 

the corresponding value in the right image. These values are shown in figure 6.3. There, the 

target is the cross of the two lines where the pointer is put on. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6.3: The x coordinates value of a target in the two images for the disparity calculation. (a) The left image (b) The right 
image 

Determining which image pixel represents the point is critical for correct depth reconstruction. 

It can be confusing to select the corresponding image pixel of the target point among two or 

three horizontally adjacent pixels. Therefore, to be able to do that in an accurate way, the images 

have been converted from RGB standard to gray-scale. This conversion has been implemented 

using Matlab rgb2gray in the image processing toolbox [26]. The gray-scale standard provides 

one single value of comparison instead of three values. Then, the selection decision can be held 

based on the intensity values (indices) of the adjacent pixels. The pixel that represents the object 

must be the darkest one and so the pixel with the least value of intensity should be selected. 

6.3 Experiment Results 

The experiment has been done for three different value of the tilting angle :   and . 

For the two pairs of targets, the distance between the two target points on the gird L has been 

set to 100 mm and 150 mm for the first and the second pair, respectively. The pairs of targets are 

in the common field of view of the stereo. The grid of targets is set at around 1600 mm from the 

baseline. The parameters of the experiment are listed in Table 6.1. 

Figure 6.4 shows an example of the initial left and right images where  is equal to . Each 

line represents the distance . The two target points lie at the edges of the line.  

  
Table 6.1: Experiment parameters 

Parameter Value 

Pixel Size 8.33 µm 

Focal Length 25 mm 

Motor Steps  69 steps 

Baseline 100 mm 
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Table 6.2 presents the results of the validation experiment described in sections 6.1 and 6.2 for 

the pairs of target points. The table shows the results for the three different titling angles of the 

target grid. For each angle, the results for the two pairs of targets are listed where each pair is 

represented by the length of the line that separates the two points. The exact differential depth 

for each pair at each angle is also shown to be compared with reconstructed one. Since the 

validation experiment compares the dithering method with the direct method, the 

reconstructed differential depth and the error of the reconstruction are listed for each method.  

From Table 6.2, it can be noticed that the reconstruction error using the dithering method is 

always less than the direct method. This can be interpreted as that the dithering algorithm has 

enhanced the depth reconstruction uncertainty for all the target pairs in the experiment.  

 The mean reconstruction errors, calculated from the table, are 5.1 mm and 2.6 mm for the direct 

method and the dithering algorithm respectively. The improvement in the depth reconstruction 

accuracy in this experiment is thus 49%. Theoretically, the dithering algorithm reduces the 

depth reconstruction uncertainty to the half or, in other words, to achieve 50% accuracy 

improvement. The improvement obtained in this validation experiment is quite close to the 

expected one. 

 

Table 6.2 : Results of the reconstructed Z for the pairs of targets showing the errors by the direct method and the dithering 
algorithm. 

Angle 

[degree]  

Line  

length L 

[mm]  

Exact 

differential 

depth ∆Z 

[mm]  

The  direct  reconstruction method The dithering reconstruction method  

Reconstructed  

∆Zα [mm]  

Reconstruction 

error  [mm]  

Reconstructed  

∆Zβ [mm]  

Reconstruction 

error  [mm]  

0  100.00  0.00  7.39 7.39  3.69  3.69  

150.00 0.00  7.32 7.32  3.65  3.65  

26.6  100.00 44.72  47.43 2.70  43.53  1.19  

150.00 67.08  60.99 6.10  63.90  3.18  

45  100.00 70.71  68.75 1.96  71.65  0.95  

150.00 106.07 111.16 5.09  108.90 2.83  
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Figure 6.4: The pairs of targets presented in the results in the initial two images. (a) The left image, (b) The right image 
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7 Chapter 7: Conclusion 
 

The thesis introduces a physical validation for the improvement in the depth reconstruction 

uncertainty by the dithering method when the skewed-parallel camera is deployed in the stereo 

system. The results show reconstruction improvement for all the test targets with an average 

that is found to be close to the theoretical value. Thus, the experiment proves that the depth 

accuracy can be improved by the dithering algorithm for this kind of camera. As an outcome of 

that, a real implementation for this novel kind of camera along with the dithering method 

would be used in the systems that involve 3D information reconstruction.   

In order to conduct the experiment, a prototype for the skewed-parallel camera has been 

reconfigured from an old one, and setup as a stereo. The prototype is made of a camera module 

that is separated from its lens while the movement of the module is controlled by a micro-

movement step motor. In addition to that, the experiment parameters have been estimated from 

that prototype.  

For the improvement evaluation, the error of the depth reconstruction by the dithering 

approach is compared to the error from the direct method. For higher experimental accuracy, 

the differential depth of pair of targets is used in the validation instead of the absolute depth of 

a single target. 

For further research, the dithering approach can be applied with more steps in order to reduce 

the uncertainty to less than half. The prototype used in this thesis can provide the required 

shifting accuracy. The prototype can also be using in other research problems that need a micro-

movement for the camera sensor.   
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9 Appendices 

Appendix A: Matlab script for video stream acquisition 
vinobj=videoinput('matrox','2','pal'); 
preview(vinobj); 
 im = getsnapshot(vinobj); 
figure  
 imshow(im) 
I = rgb2gray(im); 
figure 
 imshow (I) 
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Appendix B: Sony XC-555P Camera Module Manual 
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Appendix C: C-code for the motor controller 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <dos.h> 
#include <bios.h> 
 
typedef unsigned char   byte;           /* 8  Bit */ 
typedef unsigned int    word;           /* 16 Bit */ 
typedef unsigned long   dword;          /* 32 Bit */ 
 
#define CHANNEL 0                       /* channel 0, connector J3 */ 
#define CONF_PARM 0x80                  /* no board_interrupt, TTL-encoder */ 
#define IOADDRREG 0x210                 /* board-address */ 
#define IODATAREG 0x211 
#define INTR      0x1c                  /* timer interrupt location */ 
 
#define RESET   0x00                    /* LM628/629 Command Set */ 
#define PORT8   0x05 
#define PORT12  0x06 
#define DFH     0x02 
#define SIP     0x03 
#define LPEI    0x1b 
#define LPES    0x1a 
#define SBPA    0x20 
#define SBPR    0x21 
#define MSKI    0x1c 
#define RSTI    0x1d 
#define LFIL    0x1e 
#define UDF     0x04 
#define LTRJ    0x1f 
#define STT     0x01 
#define RDSIGS  0x0c 
#define RDIP    0x09 
#define RDDP    0x08 
#define RDRP    0x0a 
#define RDDV    0x07 
#define RDRV    0x0b 
#define RDSUM   0x0d 
#define RDSTAT  0xff 
 
#define TEST_BUSY       if (!lm628_ready(channel))\ 
   {printf("\nError: time out !"); return 0;} 
#define SET_DATA_ADR    outportb(IOADDRREG,CONF_PARM | channel+1) 
#define ON_TARGET       0x0400 
#define LOAD_POSITION   0x0002                  /* absolute position */ 
 
long    drive628(byte,byte,word,long); 
void    init912(byte channel,long,long,long,long,long,long); 
int     get_word(); 
void    put_word(int); 
int     lm628_ready(byte); 
void    set_watch(int); 
void    interrupt timer_int(); 
int     parse_arg(int,char *[], char *, char *, void *); 
 
static  volatile int time_out; 
void    interrupt (*oldhandler)(void); 
 
/***************************************************************************** 
*main:          C832 programming example. This program moves then motor from 
*               position 1 to 2 and 3 with a stop until you quit by ESC. 
*****************************************************************PRi*190493**/ 
//void main (int argc, char *argv[]) 
void main () 
{ 
long i,j,kp,ki,kd,il,acc,vel,step,wait; 
 
  kp=   1000;                                   /* start values */ 
  ki=   100; 
  kd=   1000; 
  il=   1000; 
  acc=  86;                                     /* 10 U/s*s at 256 æs */ 
  vel=  1000;                                /* 50 U/s or 3000 U/min */ 
  step= 139; 
  wait= 100;                                    /* wait between movements */ 
  init912(CHANNEL,kp,ki,kd,il,acc,vel);         /* initialize channel 0 */ 
 
  while (!kbhit()) { 
    drive628(CHANNEL,LTRJ,LOAD_POSITION,step); 
    drive628(CHANNEL,STT,0,0); 
    delay(1); 
    while(!(drive628(CHANNEL,RDSIGS,0,0) & ON_TARGET)) 
      printf("\rReal Position 1: %8ld",drive628(CHANNEL,RDRP,0,0)); 
  
  } 
 
  drive628(CHANNEL,RESET,0,0); 
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  printf("\n"); 
} 
 
/***************************************************************************** 
*drive628:      writes or reads parameter to or from LM628/629 with handshake 
*****************************************************************************/ 
long drive628(byte channel, byte cmd, word ctrl_word, long parm) 
{ 
  union { 
 long long_data;         /* converts long<->integer */ 
 int  int_data[2]; 
 } value; 
 
  struct { 
  byte   cmd;            /* command */ 
  int    report;         /* Ctrl(0)/Report(1) command */ 
  int    data;           /* max. datawords */ 
  int    length32;       /* 16(0)/32(1) bit valus */ 
  } cmd_set[] =  { 
    {RESET, 0,0,0},      /* LM628/629-commands exept RDSTAT */ 
    {PORT8, 0,0,0}, 
    {PORT12,0,0,0}, 
    {DFH,   0,0,0}, 
    {SIP,   0,0,0}, 
    {LPEI,  0,1,0}, 
    {LPES,  0,1,0}, 
    {SBPA,  0,2,1}, 
    {SBPR,  0,2,1}, 
    {MSKI,  0,1,0}, 
    {RSTI,  0,1,0}, 
    {LFIL,  0,4,0}, 
    {UDF,   0,0,0}, 
    {LTRJ,  0,3,1}, 
    {STT,   0,0,0}, 
    {RDSTAT,1,1,0}, 
    {RDSIGS,1,1,1}, 
    {RDIP,  1,1,1}, 
    {RDDP,  1,1,1}, 
    {RDRP,  1,1,1}, 
    {RDDV,  1,1,1}, 
    {RDRV,  1,1,0}, 
    {RDSUM, 1,1,0} 
    }, 
    *dscr_ptr;           /* pointer to command description */ 
 
  dscr_ptr=cmd_set;             /* seeking command description */ 
  if (cmd==RDSTAT) { 
    outportb(IOADDRREG,CONF_PARM | channel); 
    return((long)inportb(IODATAREG));           /* status */ 
  } 
  else while (cmd!=dscr_ptr->cmd) dscr_ptr++; 
 
  channel <<= 1; 
  TEST_BUSY; 
  outportb(IODATAREG,cmd);                      /* command */ 
 
  if (dscr_ptr->data) {                         /* read/write data */ 
    if (cmd==LTRJ | cmd==LFIL) { 
      TEST_BUSY; 
      SET_DATA_ADR; 
      put_word(ctrl_word); 
    } 
    if (dscr_ptr->report) {                     /* report command */ 
      if (dscr_ptr->length32) {                 /* 32 Bit data */ 
 TEST_BUSY; 
 SET_DATA_ADR; 
 value.int_data[1]=get_word(); 
 TEST_BUSY; 
 SET_DATA_ADR; 
 value.int_data[0]=get_word(); 
 return(value.long_data); 
      } 
      else {                                    /* 16 Bit data */ 
 TEST_BUSY; 
 SET_DATA_ADR; 
 return((long)get_word()); 
      } 
    } 
    else {                                      /* control command */ 
      if (dscr_ptr->length32)   {               /* 32 Bit parameter */ 
 value.long_data=parm; 
 TEST_BUSY; 
 SET_DATA_ADR; 
 put_word(value.int_data[1]); 
 TEST_BUSY; 
 SET_DATA_ADR; 
 put_word(value.int_data[0]); 
      } 
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      else {                                    /* 16 Bit parameter */ 
 TEST_BUSY; 
 SET_DATA_ADR; 
 put_word((int)parm); 
      } 
    } 
  } 
  return 0; 
} 
 
/***************************************************************************** 
*get_word:      16 Bit input to IODATAREG 
*****************************************************************************/ 
int get_word() 
{ 
  union { 
 int  int_data; 
 byte byte_data[2]; 
 } temp; 
 
  temp.byte_data[1]=inportb(IODATAREG); 
  temp.byte_data[0]=inportb(IODATAREG); 
  return temp.int_data; 
} 
 
/***************************************************************************** 
*put_word:      16 Bit output to IODATAREG 
*****************************************************************************/ 
void put_word(int data) 
{ 
  union { 
 int  int_data; 
 byte byte_data[2]; 
 } temp; 
 
  temp.int_data=data; 
  outportb(IODATAREG,temp.byte_data[1]); 
  outportb(IODATAREG,temp.byte_data[0]); 
} 
 
/***************************************************************************** 
*lm628_ready:           test BUSY bit, returns 0 if time out 
*****************************************************************************/ 
int lm628_ready(byte channel) 
{ 
  outportb(IOADDRREG,CONF_PARM | channel);              /* command reg. */ 
  set_watch(2); 
  while ((inportb(IODATAREG) & 0x01) && time_out);      /* test BUSY bit */ 
  set_watch(0); 
  return time_out; 
} 
 
/***************************************************************************** 
*set_watch:     activated or deactivated routine for timer interrupt 
*****************************************************************************/ 
void set_watch(int cnt) 
{ 
  disable(); 
  if (cnt) { 
    time_out=cnt;                       /* time_out=0 after cnt * 55 ms */ 
    oldhandler=getvect(INTR); 
    setvect(INTR,timer_int); 
  } 
  else setvect(INTR,oldhandler); 
  enable(); 
} 
 
/***************************************************************************** 
*timer_int:     decremented time_out and stop interrupt routine if 0 
*****************************************************************************/ 
void interrupt timer_int() 
{ 
  disable(); 
  if (!time_out--) set_watch(0); 
  enable(); 
} 
 
/***************************************************************************** 
*init:  basic initialisation for one C832 channel 
*****************************************************************************/ 
void init912(byte channel,long kp,long ki,long kd,long il,long acc,long vel) 
{ 
  drive628(channel,RESET,0,0); 
  drive628(channel,RSTI,0,0); 
  drive628(channel,MSKI,0,0); 
  drive628(channel,LFIL,0x0008,kp); 
  drive628(channel,LFIL,0x0004,ki); 
  drive628(channel,LFIL,0x0002,kd); 
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  drive628(channel,LFIL,0x0001,il); 
  drive628(channel,UDF,0,0); 
  drive628(channel,LTRJ,0x0020,acc); 
  drive628(channel,LTRJ,0x0008,vel); 
} 
 
/***************************************************************************** 
*parse_arg:     looks for pident in the command line and converts 
*               the succident value to pvalue according to pfmt. 
*               Returns 1 if pident is found, otherwise 0. 
*****************************************************************************/ 
int parse_arg(int nargs,char *pargv[],char *pident,char *pfmt,void *pvalue)  
{ 
int i; 
char *pscan = NULL; 
 
  for (i=1; i<nargs; i++) {                     /* alle Argumente pr•fen */ 
    if (strncmp(pargv[i],pident,strlen(pident))) 
      continue;                                 /* pident nicht gefunden */ 
    if (pvalue==NULL) 
      return 1;                                 /* keine Wertkonvertierung */ 
    if (strlen(pargv[i]) != strlen(pident))     /* blank nach pident ? */ 
      pscan=&(pargv[i][strlen(pident)]);        /* keine Leerzeichen */ 
    else 
      if (i++<nargs) 
 pscan=(char *)pargv[i];                 /* Leerzeichen */ 
    if (pscan!=NULL) {                          /* konvertieren */ 
      return sscanf(pscan,pfmt,pvalue) ? 1 : 0; 
    } 
  } 
} 
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Appendix D: Matlab code for the experiment calculations 
B=100; 
Delta=0.00833; 
f=25; 
L=150 %;      
% x poisitions 
p1L1=127; % 
p1L2=127; % 
p1R1=75; % 
p1R2=74; % 
p2L1=677; % 
p2L2=678; % 
p2R1=630; % 
p2R2=630; % 
 
% disparities of the first point 
n11=p1L1-p1R1; 
n12=p1L1-p1R2; 
n13=p1L2-p1R1; 
n14=p1L2-p1R2; 
% depths of the first point 
s1=0; s2=0; 
Z11=(f*B)/((n11+s1+s2)*Delta); 
s1=0; s2=0.5; 
Z12=(f*B)/((n12+s1+s2)*Delta); 
s1=0.5; s2=0; 
Z13=(f*B)/((n13+s1+s2)*Delta); 
s1=0.5; s2=0.5; 
Z14=(f*B)/((n14+s1+s2)*Delta); 
Z1=(Z11+Z12+Z13+Z14)/4; 
 
% disparities of the second point 
n21=p2L1-p2R1; 
n22=p2L1-p2R2; 
n23=p2L2-p2R1; 
n24=p2L2-p2R2; 
 
%depths of the second point 
s1=0; s2=0; 
Z21=(f*B)/((n21+s1+s2)*Delta); 
s1=0; s2=0.5; 
Z22=(f*B)/((n22+s1+s2)*Delta); 
s1=0.5; s2=0; 
Z23=(f*B)/((n23+s1+s2)*Delta); 
s1=0.5; s2=0.5; 
Z24=(f*B)/((n24+s1+s2)*Delta); 
Z2=(Z21+Z22+Z23+Z24)/4; 
 
DZ=Z2-Z1; 
L=300;     %%%% 
alfa=(45*pi)/180; 
DZR=L*sin(alfa); 
Error=abs(DZR-DZ); 
% DZL=DZ/cos(alfa); 
DZold=Z21-Z11; 
DZold2=Z22-Z12; 
ErrorOld=abs(DZR-DZold); 
Eimprov=(ErrorOld-Error)/ErrorOld 
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Appendix E: C-833 DC Motor Controller Manual (relevant pages) 
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